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Large capacity and 
durability in tough,  
high-traffic environments 
make our commercial 
cans the ideal choice for 
hotel lobbies, restaurants, 
coffee shops or banquet 
rooms.
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Thick, heavy-gauge steel 
construction ensures that this 
can will last in high-traffic, busy 
commercial environments.

durable and 
dent-resistant
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Lid lifts up to make liner changes faster and more convenient. It also hides the liner 
so the can always looks neat and tidy.

quick, easy liner change



open cans
A great solution for busy, high-
traffic commercial areas, our open 
cans are always open so it’s easy 
to toss trash on the go. And the 
large capacity holds more with less 
frequent bag changes. 

Plus they come in various sizes, 
shapes and colors to fit any space 
or decor.
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wide, wider, widest
The wide openings of our bullet cans make 
it easy to throw away large containers and 
other bulky items.

60L bullet open can 80L bullet open can 115L bullet open can

10.5" 12"9"

round open bullet cans
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match your decor
All our commercial open cans are 
available in a variety of stainless 
steel finishes such as rose gold and 
dark bronze.
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The semi-round shape has a flat back for 
placement against the wall and out of the 
way. Available as a single compartment or  
a dual-compartment model for recycling.

semi-round open cans
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The narrow space-efficient shape is 
designed for tight spaces.  

slim open cans

label it!
Durable magnetic labels make 
sorting trash and other materials 
quick and easy. Available labels: 
trash, mixed recycling, aluminum, 
plastics, paper, glass, compost and 
biohazard. 
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swing lid cans
Center-weighted swing lid opens easily 
and then gently swings back into place.



small cans
Perfect for the office, two compartments 
in one convenient can is a neat, modern, 
eco-friendly solution for daily recycling. 
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round 

80 litre 
21 gallon 

brushed  
CW1469 
8-38810-01660-3

dark bronze  
CW1476 
8-38810-02002-0  

rose gold  
CW1480 
8-38810-02010-5 

 
 

 
 

17.8 x 17.8 x 30.0 
18.3 x 18.3 x 30.7

round 

115 litre 
30 gallon 

brushed  
CW1471 
8-38810-01997-0

dark bronze  
CW1472 
8-38810-01998-7 

rose gold  
CW1481 
8-38810-02011-2

 
 

 
 

18.9 x 18.9 x 32.3 
20.7 x 19.9 x 33.1

open cans

X

models

 

size

 

sku 

finish/color/lid 
sku # 
upc #

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

liner code

dimensions (W.D.H)

inches: product 
color box 

Our largest bullet open can makes 
it easy to scrape food off trays or 
toss in large items like pizza boxes. 
The heavy-gauge stainless steel 
construction, lift-off lid, and extra-
large capacity make it an ideal choice 
for high-traffic commercial spaces 
such as hotel lobbies, restaurants, 
and commissaries. ADA-compliant.

specs
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round 

60 litre 
16 gallon 

brushed  
CW1407 
8-38810-00075-6

dark bronze  
CW1475 
8-38810-02001-3 

rose gold  
CW1479 
8-38810-02009-9 

 
 

 
 

16.1 x 15.8 x 30.0 
16.3 x 16.3 x 30.7

models

 

size

 

sku 

finish/color/lid 
sku # 
upc #

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

liner code

dimensions (W.D.H)

inches: product 
color box 

P

specs



H

semi-round 

80 litre 
21 gallon 

brushed  
CW1473 
8-38810-01999-4 

dark bronze  
CW1474 
8-38810-02000-6 

rose gold  
CW1484 
8-38810-02014-3  

 
 

 
 

20.7 x 14.3 x 30.0 
22.5 x 14.2 x 28.7

slim 

50 litre 
13 gallon 

brushed  
CW1467 
8-38810-01344-2

dark bronze  
CW1477 
8-38810-02003-7  

rose gold  
CW1482 
8-38810-02012-9

brushed with blue trim  
CW2062 
8-38810-02129-4 

brushed with green trim  
CW2063 
8-38810-02130-0

10.7 x 18.2 x 27.4 
11.3 x 18.0 x 25.8

semi-round recycler 

66 litre (33 litre / 33 litre) 
17 gallon (8.5 gal / 8.5 gal) 

brushed  
CW2059 
8-38810-02115-7  

dark bronze  
CW1486 
8-38810-02143-0  

rose gold  
CW1485 
8-38810-02142-3   

 
 

 
 

20.7 x 14.3 x 27.6 
22.8 x 15.8 x 29.3

semi-round 

60 litre 
16 gallon 

brushed  
CW1468 
8-38810-01345-9

dark bronze  
CW1478 
8-38810-02004-4 

rose gold  
CW1483 
8-38810-02013-6  

 
 

 
 

18.5 x 13.1 x 29.9 
20.1 x 13.0 x 27.8

specs

models

 

size

 

sku 

finish/color/lid 
sku # 
upc #

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

liner code

dimensions (W.D.H)

inches: product 
color box 

NPU
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swing top 

55 litre 
14.5 gallon 

brushed  
CW1442 
8-38810-00195-1

  
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

14.8 x 14.8 x 29.2 
15.3 x 15.3 x 30.0

swing lid 

60 litre 
16 gallon 

black 
CW1333 
8-38810-00754-0

grey 
CW1335 
8-38810-00756-4

  
 

 
 

 
 

13.5 x 16.7 x 32.8 
16.3 x 12.3 x 26.0

Q

swing lid cans
Our swing top can has a perfectly 
balanced swing lid that opens easily 
and then gently swings back into place. 
The sturdy stainless steel construction, 
lift-off lid, and large capacity make it 
an ideal choice for commercial spaces 
such as restaurants and coffee shops, 
or even busy families. ADA-compliant. 

P

models

 

size

 

sku 

finish/color/lid 
sku # 
upc #

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

liner code

dimensions (W.D.H)

inches: product 
color box 

specs
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slim open 

10 litre 
2.6 gallon 

brushed  
CW1225 
8-38810-00626-0

  
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

6.2 x 11.3 x 13.0 
11.3 x 6.2 x 13.0

slim recycler 

20 (10/10) litre 
5.2 (2.6/2.6) gallon 

brushed 
CW1470 
8-38810-01668-9

dark bronze 
CW2037 
8-38810-01861-4 

  
 

 
 

 
 

8.7 x 16.7 x 15.2 
17.5 x 11.3 x 19.3

small cans
Perfect for hotel rooms or offices, our dual 
compartment slim open can has two inner 
buckets and a space-efficient shape that make 
it easy to separate your daily amount of trash 
and recyclables in one place. Sturdy stainless 
steel construction and durable plastic buckets 
will ensure this can lasts a long time even in 
tough environments. ADA-compliant. 

CR

models

 

size

 

sku 

finish/color/lid 
sku # 
upc #

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

liner code

dimensions (W.D.H)

inches: product 
color box 

specs
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For more information, please call:
1-877-988-7770
business@simplehuman.com
www.simplehuman.com



simplehuman USA

19850 Magellan Drive
Torrance, CA 90502

copyright © 2017 simplehuman LLC, all rights reserved.
simplehuman and tools for efficient living are all trademarks or registered 
trademarks of simplehuman. 

have an efficient day! 


